**EDHD & Honors – After the Civilizations Sequence**

*For further information and advice, contact the Honors College directly or talk with one of the following faculty members in your College:*

Chris Nightingale (Athletic Training), Honors College Secretary for EDHD;  
christopher.nightingale@maine.edu  
Julie DellaMattera (Early Childhood Development and Education), Honors preceptor;  
julie.dellamattera@maine.edu

*Following successful completion of the four-semester Civilization Sequence, students must complete these curricular requirements and maintain a 3.30 or greater GPA to graduate with an Honors degree designation*

**HON 170** (1ct) – “Currents & Contexts” can be taken at any point in undergraduate career  
*(Beginning with the class of 2017)*

**HON 180** (1cr) – “A Cultural Odyssey” can be taken at any point in undergraduate career.

**HON 3** - - (3cr) – “Honors tutorial”  
**Can be replaced by HON 349 (0cr, P/F) – “Tutorial Alternative” (study abroad, congressional internships, etc. will be accepted). 3cr tutorial waiver – requires a written reflective piece, 6 photos, and a 10-15 minute talk on the experience.**

**HON 498 & HON 499** (3cr each) – “the Honors Thesis”

- Since education majors have to student teach in their final semester, completing the Honors thesis, while doable, requires some forethought.  
  - One option is to begin a semester early, and take HON 498 in the spring semester of the junior year and HON 499 in the fall semester of the senior year.  
  - Students can also complete their Honors thesis and student teaching simultaneously.  
    To view a model of this scenario, please visit:  
    http://www.honors.umaine.edu/academics/thesis/capstone/action/

*Note – departmental course waiver in Elementary Education – Completion of the Honors Curriculum satisfies the requirement for a concentration for students majoring in elementary education. This requires students complete all 25 credits of Honors work through the thesis.*